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How to run fiscal policy in a pandemic? A
primer

How to run fiscal policy in a
pandemic? A primer
The year 2001 saw the release of a
gripping war movie, Enemy at the Gates.
Inspired by true events and set against
the backdrop of the Battle of Stalingrad
during the Second World War, it is a story of two skilful snipers who
are grittily engaged in a personal battle to hunt each other down.
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Crisis, make the heart grow bolder

Crisis, make the heart grow bolder
by Ajoy Bose Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's nationwide addresses during the
lockdown are reminiscent of his
barnstorming election campaign
speeches of the past that have so
successfully embedded his image as the Supreme Leader across the
country.
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Corona impact: Amul, Dabur and other
consumer companies go vocal about local
roots

Corona impact: Amul, Dabur and
other consumer companies go vocal
about local roots
New Delhi | Kolkata: India's largest
consumer-facing companies including
ITC, Parle Products, Amul, Dabur, Bisleri,
Godrej, Marico and Voltas have begun pushing 'vocal for local' themes
across all advertising and marketing campaigns and last-mile sales
pitches. This follows Prime Minister Narendra Modi's exhortation to
this effect in his address to the nation on May 12.
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Toward Swa-Raj
Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan lays strong foundations for raising
our per capita GDP.

Toward Swa-Raj
India's GDP story is interesting: We
crossed the UK two years ago, France
last year, and will cross Germany and
Japan in the next five years. That will
leave only America and China ahead of
us. But our per capita GDP story is embarrassing.
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Economic Times

ET Editorials Blog - Economic Times
Blog
Quick takes, analyses and macro-level
views on all contemporary economic,
financial and political events.
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Hindustan Times

Editorial News: Latest Editorial
News Today, Editorial News
Headlines India | Hindustan Times
Editorial News - Read latest Editorial
News from India and the World from all
popular sections such as politics,
entertainment, sports, crime, regional, technology, business and more
at hindustantimes.com.
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Editorials, Editorial Opinions,
Editorial News, The Hindu Opinion
At a time when everyone is awaiting an
early end to the health and economic
crisis caused by the global pandemic,
the interests of labourers and workers
are once again set to be sacrificed. The revival of business and
economic activity after weeks of forced closure is indeed a key
objective to be achieved.
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Indian Express

Columns, Leading Columns, Indian
Express Columns
Columns- Find the latetst news by the
leading Columninst of The Indian
Express. Also get views by top Columns
at The Indian Express.
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Times of India

Times of India Readers' Blog
Find out the views, opinions, analysis of
our experts on entertainment, news,
economy, science, spirituality and much
more at Times of India
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TOI Editorials

TOI Editorials Blog - Times of India
Blog
The Times of India has updated its
Privacy and Cookie policy. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the
better experience on our website. If you
continue without changing your settings, we'll assume that you are
happy to receive all cookies on the The Times of India website.
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Top 100 universities to start online courses
from May 30: Nirmala Sitharaman

Top 100 universities to start online
courses from May 30: Nirmala
Sitharaman
Nirmala Sitharaman announce that the
top 100 universities in the country will be
able to hold online courses amid the
lockdown. (Photo Credits- PTI) While announcing the details of the
Rs.20-lakh crore packages designed for the people of India, finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said that the top 100 universities in the
country will be able to start online courses via radio and television for
students who don't have constant access to the internet amid the
coronavirus lockdown.
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US students celebrate attend virtual
graduation ceremonies with celebrity guests
amid lockdown

US students celebrate attend virtual
graduation ceremonies with
celebrity guests amid lockdown
Celebrities attend virtual graduation
ceremonies during the coronavirus
lockdown. Graduation ceremonies are a
rite of passage in the United States, a chance to don a scholarly cap
and gown and celebrate with friends and family another stage of
school completed.
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Education News

Education News 2020: Latest Exam
Results, Board Exam, Admit Card
Notifications | Hindustan Times
Education News 2020: Get latest news
updates on Board Exam, Admit Card,
School, India Results, universities cut off
list, government recruitment and bank notification along with other
career updates at Hindustan Times
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Lockdown, pandemic take toll on general
insurers’ business, contracts 10.4% in Apr
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Lockdown, pandemic take toll on
general insurers' business,
contracts 10.4% in Apr
The ongoing nationwide lockdown
forced by the COVID-19 pandemic has
hit the general insurance industry, with
most of the players witnessing negative growth in their premium
income in April 2020, and anticipating the decline in the business to
continue till September this year.
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Fed's Powell: 'Medical metrics' most
important data for U.S. economy now - CBS

Fed's Powell says full economic
recovery may require coronavirus
vaccine - CBS
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Federal
Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell said a
U.S. economic recovery may stretch
deep into next year and a full comeback may depend on a coronavirus
vaccine. "This economy will recover. It may take a while ... It could
stretch through the end of next year.
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Tight fist and fingers crossed: Fiscal relief
this year is 1.1 per cent of GDP

Tight fist and fingers crossed:
Fiscal relief this year is 1.1 per cent
of GDP
In her fifth and final tranche of the
AtmaNirbhar package announced on
Sunday, Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman allocated a chunk of the
Centre's fiscal relief - Rs 40,000 crore or
0.2 per cent of GDP - as additional
allocation to MGNREGA over and above
the Budget Estimate of Rs 61,500 crore.
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From Plate to Plough: A 1991 moment for
agriculture

From Plate to Plough: A 1991
moment for agriculture
The Narendra Modi government
deserves compliments for finally
introducing reforms in the country's agri-
marketing system. If the fine print of the
proposed legal changes follows the spirit of Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman 's package last week for farmers, the reforms can go a
long way in building efficient value chains and ensuring better returns
for farmers.
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Fighting the other contagion
We will have to put India, and humanity, before everything else
in the battle against hatred.

Fighting the other contagion
Fifty years ago, on May 4, 1970, the
students of Kent State University in Ohio
gathered to protest the Vietnam War.
The oldest democracy of the world
faltered as the Ohio State National Guard
fired at the crowd and felled four students. Observers concluded that
the US was rapidly spinning out of control.
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Memories of another court
When humour and banter enlivened proceedings.

Memories of another court
Law is not a dull profession. Generally,
listening to legal arguments in court is
not entertaining but rather tedious.
However, there are lively and memorable
moments too, one of which involves an
incident in the Bombay High Court in Justice Somjee's court where C
K Daphtary, affectionately called Chandhu bhai - before he became
Solicitor General and Attorney General - was cross-examining a
witness regarding a stock exchange transaction.
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Fighting the other contagion
We will have to put India, and humanity, before everything else
in the battle against hatred.
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Fighting the other contagion
Fifty years ago, on May 4, 1970, the
students of Kent State University in Ohio
gathered to protest the Vietnam War.
The oldest democracy of the world
faltered as the Ohio State National Guard
fired at the crowd and felled four students. Observers concluded that
the US was rapidly spinning out of control.
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Readers opinion

Opinion Column, Readers Opinion,
News Columns, Newspaper Articles
Read Articles, Columns, Opinions,
Analysis, Comments And Much More
From Readers Of The Hindu On Latest
News & Leading Topics
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The Hindu

News Columns, Opinion Columns,
Newspaper Columns, Editorial
Columns
Follow What The Hindu Columnists Have
To Say On Trending Topics From The
World Of Politics, Sports, Business &
Entertainment
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Teacher wellbeing during COVID-19

Teacher wellbeing during COVID-19
While COVID-19 is grinding much of
society to a halt, schooling has entered
uncharted territory. During this time, it is
important that teachers look after
themselves. Fortunately, there are
evidence-backed strategies that can help support teachers' wellbeing.
Teachers' wellbeing is not only a vital outcome in itself, it is a means
to other vital outcomes, such as students' learning and wellbeing.
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COVID-19 crisis makes teachers embrace
technology

COVID-19 crisis makes teachers
embrace technology
MADURAI With the need to remain
indoors to stay safe in the wake of the
COVID-19 outbreak, teachers have
embraced technology to remain in touch
with their students. Many schoolteachers in the city said that this was
a new learning experience for them.
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Quality Education for all during Covid-19

Quality Education for All during
Coronavirus
Health officials are currently taking steps
to prevent the introduction and spread of
COVID-19 (Coronavirus) into
communities across the world. The
pandemic situation is affecting the lives of many students, families &
communities. This special collection is compiling stories and
solutions from schools around the world doing their best for students.
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NEWS around the world
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Coronavirus: Fed chairman Powell warns
downturn 'may last until late 2021'

US economy 'could easily contract
30%' over virus
The chairman of the Federal Reserve
says the US economy could "easily"
contract by 20-30% amid the pandemic.
Jerome Powell added in a CBS interview
that the economic downturn might last until late 2021, and a full
rebound may not be happen until a vaccine is found.
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Japan slips into recession, worst yet to
come as pandemic wreaks havoc

Japan slips into recession, worst
yet to come as pandemic wreaks
havoc
TOKYO (Reuters) - Japan's economy
slipped into recession for the first time in
4-1/2 years, GDP data showed on
Monday, putting the nation on course for its deepest postwar slump
as the coronavirus crisis takes a heavy toll on businesses and
consumers.
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Coronavirus updates LIVE: COVID-19
inquiry gets international backing at World
Health Assembly as Daniel Andrews spruiks
$2.7b Victoria recovery package, nation's
death toll at 99

Coronavirus updates LIVE: Victoria
to partially reopen pubs, restaurants
as global COVID-19 cases top 4.5
million, Australian death toll stands
at 98
Updated first published Normal text size
Larger text size Very large text size By Cara Waters A growing number
of Australians are putting their names forward to participate in clinical
trials for medicines as the global race to find a vaccine or treatment
for COVID-19 intensifies.
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Coronavirus in Scotland: Nine further Covid-
19 deaths brings Scottish total to 2,103

Coronavirus in Scotland: Nine
further Covid-19 deaths brings
Scottish total to 2,103
Sunday, 17th May 2020, 2:35 pm
Updated Sunday, 17th May 2020, 6:54
pm Currently, 1,308 patients are in
hospital with a confirmed or suspected
case of Covid-19 - down 108 - with 59
being treated in intensive care, the same
number as yesterday.
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Ministry condemns latest curb on Huawei

Ministry condemns latest curb on
Huawei
The Ministry of Commerce urged the
United States government on Sunday to
immediately stop abusing export control
measures and pledged to take all
necessary measures to protect the legitimate and lawful interests of
Chinese businesses.
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Vision China event highlights key role of
science in fighting outbreak

Vision China event highlights key
role of science in fighting outbreak
It is science and innovation, not politics,
that plays the vital role in containing the
COVID-19 pandemic - a global challenge
that requires global solutions, speakers
at the latest edition of Vision China said. Themed "Fighting COVID-19:
The Beacon of Science", the event, organized by China Daily, was
broadcast on multiple media platforms on Sunday to a global
audience.
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Coronavirus: Why Taiwan won't have a seat
at the virus talks

Coronavirus: Why Taiwan won't have
a seat at the virus talks
For the first time since the coronavirus
pandemic began, health officials will
come together (virtually) next week at
the World Health Assembly to decide
how the world should tackle the crisis. But one of the places that's
been most successful at protecting its people from the disease will
not be invited to this meeting of the decision-making body of the
World Health Organization (WHO).
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There might never be a vaccine for COVID-
19'

'There might never be a vaccine for
COVID-19'
By Park Si-soo British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson said there might never be
a vaccine for COVID-19 despite the huge
global effort to develop one.
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Fractions: Three activities to use in your
classroom
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University league tables 2020
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